Spatial and temporal electrochemical control of singlet oxygen production and decay in photosensitized experiments.
Active spatial and temporal modulation of domains of singlet oxygen activity is demonstrated using electrochemical tools. Using singlet oxygen microscopy in photosensitized experiments, it is shown that singlet oxygen concentrations around an ultramicroelectrode can be controlled by applying a bias voltage to the electrode. Two phenomena that can be exploited separately or collectively are examined: (1) the singlet oxygen concentration can be altered by local oxidation or reduction of the photosensitizer, which is the precursor to singlet oxygen, and (2) the reduction of oxygen to produce the superoxide anion which, among other things, is an effective singlet oxygen quencher, results in a local decrease in the concentration of singlet oxygen around the electrode. Both of these phenomena depend significantly on the diffusion of molecules along concentration gradients established by the biased electrode. The results reported herein demonstrate that one can indeed exert local electrochemical control and readily manipulate the population of singlet oxygen produced in a photosensitized process.